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Psychokinesis The Way Of The Psion
Psychokinesis is more than just the ability to move objects. The full scope of this power involves the
ability to affect all matter and time in our time and space continuum. This is an incredible power which
if harnessed can affect our world for good or evil. Many examples of this ability have also been included
in this book such as stories about Yuri Gellar--best known as the world's greatest spoon bender. Here are
some of the chapters included in our review of Psychokinesis: What is Psychokinesis? History of
Psychokinesis Research Psychokinesis Stories Spoon Bending Parties Are Poltergeists Really
Psychokinesis Effects? Theories about Psychokinesis (PK) Harnessing Psychokinesis The Global
Consciousness Project Web Bot Predictions A Spiritual Basis for Psychokinesis Energy Flows and
Chakra Development Psychokinesis Exercises How To Build Your Telekinetic Skills Bending An
Object Time Bending Exercises Like most of my books I write from a Spiritual Perspective and try to
help readers understand that these powers are side effects to greater spiritual growth. Any abilities can
be used for good or evil. How you use human invisibility is up to you.
Full of imagination, wit, and random sh*t flying through the air, this insane adventure from an irreverent
new voice will blow your tiny mind. For Teagan Frost, sh*t just got real. Teagan Frost is having a hard
time keeping it together. Sure, she's got telekinetic powers -- a skill that the government is all too happy
to make use of, sending her on secret break-in missions that no ordinary human could carry out. But all
she really wants to do is kick back, have a beer, and pretend she's normal for once. But then a body turns
up at the site of her last job -- murdered in a way that only someone like Teagan could have pulled off.
She's got 24 hours to clear her name - and it's not just her life at stake. If she can't unravel the conspiracy
in time, her hometown of Los Angeles will be in the crosshairs of an underground battle that's on the
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brink of exploding . . .
Third edition. Telekinesis is real. Defy Your Limits offers what aspiring telekinesis practitioners have
long sought, a detailed, tested, step-by-step method to learn exactly how to do it. While many can
demonstrate TK, only a few can teach it proficiently in a format like this book. Sean McNamara is a
seasoned meditation teacher who learned TK first-hand and teaches others how to actualize it
themselves. This is not a theoretical book. It's a training manual for those who are willing to do what it
takes to defy their own limits. When you progress through the final level of training, you will be able to
influence an object enclosed in glass from a distance of several feet. You will do so with your carefully
and patiently trained mind-body-energy system. This text contains links to pages in the companion
website which is filled with video tutorials filmed specifically for practitioners of this training system.
Moving matter with the mind is only the beginning. This book is on the cutting edge of personal
development, mindfulness, self-help and human performance. The ability taught here makes
immediately observable that which self-improvement and power-of-intention books like The Secret and
The Law of Attraction have only described - that our mind affects our reality. Defy Your Limits teaches
you how to apply this telekinesis method toward your Vision Board, Energy Healing, Meditation,
Metaphysical applications, and toward achieving your personal goals. Learn the Psi ability that sits at the
crossroads of science and spirituality. Learn more at www.MindPossible.com.
Olivia Rose just moved into a small New Hampshire town. She adopted a kitten, opened a healing store
on main street and has decided to go to college. She makes a few enemies along the way and two best
friends, Alex and Claire. It seems normal right? What makes Olivia so different than any other freshman
your asking. Olivia not only has one psychic ability, she posses them all! During the 145 years, she has
been alive, she made it her life's mission to find others like herself. After escaping from the asylum her
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mother put her in years ago, She stumbled upon Marcel, a blind vampire thriving in the heart of New
Orleans. He has been her rock and will go above and beyond to help his little sister, no matter the cost!
Olivia's life begins to fall apart. A fellow classmate, Emmanuel, is an internet sensation, who is going to
expose Olivia to the world unless her brother has anything to do with it. Marcel inserts himself back into
Olivia'slife. Making sure his sister is well taken care of in his absence, even if that means doing the
unthinkable. Word spreads of new vampire blood that was born, causing chaos across the world. The
news reaches the Viking King of darkness, who is determined to kill off the entire bloodline of lights.
Unknown to him, the new vampire is not only a grey but also his long lost daughter. The fate of all of
their lives lies in his hands!
Psycho-kinesis
Dissolving Clouds with Your Mind Power, Development of Psychic Power for Beginners (a Guide to
Developing Your Psychic Abilities, Developing Telekinesis, Psychokinesis, Free Bonuses)
Unbelievable
A Philosophical Examination
Telekinesis: the Mindfulness Practice of Moving Matter With Subtle Energy and Intention
Mind Over Matter
Dear reader, if you would like to learn about the methods of moving objects at a distance by
means of your thoughts, this book is for you. You will learn the basic concepts related to
telekinesis. The traning you learn will make your telekinetic abilities much better. I invite you to
read.
Do you want to develop your telekinesis skills? Everyone who has practiced telekinesis will
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want to develop their ability to be able to move larger and heavier objects. It shouldn't be as
hard as you think. Let's look at the hopes of others who still fail to do telekinesis even at their
hundredth attempt. Where was their fault that they were still unable to move objects as light as a
straw?In 2019, the author published a book on the same topic, telekinesis. The book described
the procedures of telekinesis training seriously. The book has invited testimonials that were
followed by appreciation and questions. The important questions that prompted the author to
write this second book were: "why am I still unable to move the object?" and "how can I move
heavier and larger objects?"This book is the answer to various questions about telekinesis. In
the beginning, this book was intended for advanced learners and not for beginners.
Nevertheless, even beginners should be able to learn telekinesis easily through this book.This
book discusses how to focus appropriately in telekinesis, how to increase energy levels, how to
use emotions for telekinesis, how to access appropriate and effective conditions of mind for
telekinesis, and so on. In essence, anyone who fails with techniques obtained from other
sources will succeed through the techniques taught by the author in his telekinesis books.
Furthermore, this book doesn't just tell you what to do; this book also shows where your
mistakes are (in telekinesis practice) and what you need to do to correct those mistakes. You
are very capable of doing telekinesis and this book is your friend in practice.If you think you
need to read the previous book, here is the link (Telekinesis: A Serious Guide): https:
//www.amazon.com/dp/B07Y5LJG7
Psychokinesis, a very normal world, is a work where you can find the keys to develop a kinesis
skill in a clear and simple way, and demonstrate that the world of kinesis is a very normal world,
where anyone with practice and patience can reach develop them, in this book you will find how
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to develop telekinesis, biokinesis or pyrokinesis, and many other things in order to awaken that
great power that we have inside of us.
The history of humankind cannot be charted as a steady linear upward slope but rather as a
series of quantum jumps of short duration separated by plateaus of varying duration during
which no progress occurred. During these periods of no progress, the revolutionaries who
produced the preceding quantum jump pass from the scene, their principles and concepts
become concretized as dogma, and a new establishment is born whose sacred duty is the
protection of the dogma against the new revolutionaries. The last quantum jump was the
scientific revolution of the nineteenth century which laid the groundwork for our present
technological civilization, and perhaps more important, also shaped our philosophical view of
what is a human being. Since the basis of this scientific revolution was reason, logic,
measurement, and total reliance upon the organized senses, the resultant view of the person is
that of an automaton, functioning in a clockwork world. The power of this view is evident in the
advances made in medical science up until the 1950s. The twin triumphs of sanitation and
preventive medicine and the develop ment of the antibiotic concept completely revolutionized
the practice of medicine, and by 1950 those of us in the profession were anticipating a new
golden age of medicine. But, in fact, the reality has been disaster. The mechanistic view of
humanity has led to more and more technologi cal applications of ever increasing complexity
and cost and ever de creasing efficiency.
The Way of the Psion : an Interactive Telekinesis Training Manual
Creating Miracles, Abundance, and Health
Telepathy for Advanced Learners
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Training to Move Objects at a Distance Using Thought
The Science Behind Energy Healing, Telepathy, Reincarnation, Precognition, and Other Black
Swan Phenomena
A True Story of Mind Over Matter
Psychic Self-Defense

After finding herself the subject of a powerful psychic attack in the 1930's,
famed British occultist Dion Fortune wrote this detailed instruction manual on
protecting oneself from paranormal attack. This classic psychic selfdefense
guide explains how to understand the signs of a psychic attack, vampirism,
hauntings, and methods of defense. Everything you need to know about the
methods, motives, and physical aspects of a psychic attack and how to
overcome it is here, along with a look at the role psychic elements play in mental
illness and how to recognize them. This is one of the best guides to detection
and defense against psychic attack from one of the leading occult writers of the
20th century.
Is everything connected? Can we sense what's happening to loved ones
thousands of miles away? Why are we sometimes certain of a caller's identity
the instant the phone rings? Do intuitive hunches contain information about
future events? Is it possible to perceive without the use of the ordinary senses?
Many people believe that such "psychic phenomena" are rare talents or divine
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gifts. Others don't believe they exist at all. But the latest scientific research
shows that these phenomena are both real and widespread, and are an
unavoidable consequence of the interconnected, entangled physical reality we
live in. Albert Einstein called entanglement "spooky action at a distance" -- the
way two objects remain connected through time and space, without
communicating in any conventional way, long after their initial interaction has
taken place. Could a similar entanglement of minds explain our apparent
psychic abilities? Dean Radin, senior scientist at the Institute of Noetic
Sciences, believes it might. In this illuminating book, Radin shows how we know
that psychic phenomena such as telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis are
real, based on scientific evidence from thousands of controlled lab tests. Radin
surveys the origins of this research and explores, among many topics, the
collective premonitions of 9/11. He reveals the physical reality behind our
uncanny telepathic experiences and intuitive hunches, and he debunks the
skeptical myths surrounding them. Entangled Minds sets the stage for a rational,
scientific understanding of psychic experience.
Leader's Edition. In 2019, Sean McNamara trained a group of friends in Denver,
Colorado, to access their inherent clairvoyant and precognitive abilities in order
to send their minds into the future and retrieve information. Using a
methodology called "remote viewing" along with a team-style predictive
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approach developed by the author, his friends won the Colorado "Pick 3" lottery
that year, TWICE.Now, he's releasing the transcripts and targets they used to
predict, then win, those drawings. The book also reveals special techniques he
developed to clarify and boost the psychic "signal" and reduce ambient mental
"noise" during their remote viewing sessions. These techniques can be
categorized as excitation, relaxation, color muting and amplification, remote
influencing (psychic tracing), and 360-degree, 3-D virtual reality feedback.The
book includes "extras" on topics such as "spoon bending," and a special
routine to hack the nervous system for immediate quieting by stimulating the
vagus nerve, and also details about an experiment with a living organism you
can try with friends.The book comes with a companion website containing
private links to pages containing special audio downloads to aid your psychic
receptivity. It also includes color versions of the target images shown in the
book. You'll also learn how to structure a team of friends so you can attempt to
make predictions of your own using "associative remote viewing." Have fun
making predictions for sport games, elections, lotteries, or other events. Of
course, due to the subjective nature of psychic perception and many other
factors, the author cannot make any guarantees about how accurate your
predictions will be.Nevertheless, if you go through the training exercises
carefully and patiently, by the time you're through, you will have gained an
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extraordinary amount of experience in psychic development. The Leader's
Edition includes an extra chapter with helpful examples for organizing your own
team of viewers for custom predictions, including a new structure for predicting
a large lottery with a small team.
."..a journey of consciousness into the wild world of psychokinesis... This book
may help you win in Las Vegas, but it is about attracting all manner of riches into
your life... how to apply the energy of the heart to create health and good
fortune, and how to tame the dragons that you may encounter along the
way."--P. [4] of cover.
Signal and Noise
Telekinesis
The Master of Telekinesis
Investigations into Ghosts, Poltergeists, Telepathy, and Other Unseen
Phenomena, from the Duke Parapsychology Laboratory
Impossible Realities
The Classic Instruction Manual for Protecting Yourself Against Paranormal
Attack
The Ancient Tree
'This Is PK' is a metaphysical book that explores the inside truth about
naturally developing psychokinesis powers (PK), as a result of yoga and
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meditation practice. This manuscript highlights the inseparable connections
between modern science and metaphysical studies. Accordingly, it presents
the world with the Author's exciting and most groundbreaking PK discovery,
known as the "Fridge Phenomenon" (FP). Here, the author will uncover the
deepest mystical secrets underlying this supernatural power, and how it can
be used for self-help, fostering wellness, personal development, attracting
good fortune, and spiritual growth. Everybody ought to know what the FP
Discovery is, and how it works in relation to spirituality, yoga meditation and
metaphysics. This is PK teaches readers how to access this extraordinary
power stored within their subconscious minds; and to control it for any
specific and definite purpose desired! It's excellent as a tool for elevating the
mind and inducing the highest levels of consciousness. This Is PK is excellent
for mastering and learning to apply the principles of real transcendental
yoga and meditation for karma change and personal fulfillment. It facilitates
readers in developing telekinesis fast, by giving them the most effective and
proven techniques with guided meditation. It exposes laymen in these areas
to the highest levels of transcendentalism, and a wide array of powerful
metaphysical practices for very real manifestation, inducing and amplifying
psychic abilities. In fact, so many people right now are seeking something
new; new solutions for a new age and time, that are highly effective for
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creating the life that they have always wanted. This book is exciting because
it truly proves the existence of psychokinetic/psi phenomenon. Without
question, This Is PK it is a rich artifact for bringing all of humanity one step
closer to reaching our greatest potential. This book is here to teach the best
ways of controlling your subconscious mind, the law of attraction and PK
itself, which is based on sound modern and objective Scientific Method
research. Yogi Gita graciously teaches step-by-step, how to apply this secret
knowledge to life itself, for immediate karmic improvement, unlimited
personal development and spiritual enlightenment!
This work was the first sustained philosophical study of psychic phenomena
to follow C.D. Broad's LECTURES ON PSYCHICAL RESEARCH, written nearly
twenty years earlier. The author clearly defines the categories of psychic
phenomena, surveys the most compelling experimental data, and traces
their implications for the philosophy of science and the philosophy of mind.
He considers carefully the abstract presuppositions underlying leading
theories of psychic phenomena, and he offers bold criticisms of both
mechanistic analyses of communication and psychophysical identity
theories. In addition, he challenges the received view that experimental
repeatability is the paramount criterion for evaluating parapsychological
research, and he exposes the deep confusions underlying Jung's concept of
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synchronicity.
Telekinesis has been one of the most psychokinesis abilities learned in the
world. Type "telekinesis" in the Google and/or YouTube search box and you
will be provided with a tremendous number of results. Not only are the
encouraging materials showed but also the discouraging ones; those
discouraging you from practicing telekinesis. Many scientists, especially
parapsychologists, wrote about telekinesis. Unfortunately, most of their
writings tend to make you believe that telekinesis is not real, a fraud. If you
find this book, and yes you do, you find a different one. This is not merely a
book discussing telekinesis. This is a guide for a serious reader who wants to
practice telekinesis seriously. This guidebook contains serious telekinesis
practices which are based on the experts' techniques tested by myself. The
potential obstacles that make so many people give up on telekinesis are also
discussed along with the solutions. Whether you are a beginner or someone
who had practiced telekinesis for years and still failed, this guidebook is for
you. This guidebook was not written to disappoint you - anymore. This
guidebook was written to help you unleash your dormant telekinesis ability.
Third edition. Telekinesis, also known as "mind over matter," is real. Defy
Your Limits offers what aspiring telekinesis practitioners have long sought, a
detailed, tested, step-by-step method to learn exactly how to do it. While
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many can demonstrate TK, only a few can teach it proficiently in a format
like this book. Sean McNamara is a seasoned meditation teacher who
learned TK first-hand and teaches others how to actualize it themselves. He
has been featured in various shows and the movie "Superhuman: The
Invisible Made Visible." This is not a theoretical book. It's a training manual
for those who are willing to do what it takes to defy their own limits. When
you progress through the final level of training, you will be able to move an
object enclosed in glass from a distance of several feet - psychically. You will
do so with your carefully and patiently trained mind-body-energy system.
This text contains links to the companion website which is filled with video
tutorials filmed specifically for practitioners of this training system. Moving
matter with the mind is only the beginning. This book is on the cutting edge
of personal development, mindfulness, self-help and human performance.
The ability taught here makes immediately observable that which selfimprovement and power-of-intention books like The Secret and The Law of
Attraction have only described - that our mind affects our reality. Defy Your
Limits teaches you how to apply this telekinesis method toward your Vision
Board, Energy Healing, Meditation, Metaphysical applications, and toward
achieving your personal goals. Learn the paranormal ability that sits at the
crossroads of science and spirituality. Learn more at
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http://www.MindPossible.com.
Unlocking the Secrets of Sending Telepathic Messages and Psychic
Development
PsychoKINesis
Telekinesis for Beginners
Investigations on Receiving Information from Paranormal Sources, Second
Edition
Meditation X
Connections, Possibilities and an Old Way
A Tale of Telekinesis
Meditation X is the most fun and intriguing type of meditation training a
person can learn! If you practice mindfulness, you can learn to move
matter with your mind, and this book (accompanied by online training
videos) will show you how. Fans of McNamara's first book "Defy Your
Limits" will be delighted to learn that "Meditation X" contains new and
advanced telekinesis methods such as moving multiple objects
simultaneously, moving objects while standing and moving, moving an
object with a partner or group, moving an object from another room, and
more. You will learn how to use the principles of mindfulness and
meditation to engage a quickly spreading phenomenon: telekinesis. Also
known as psychokinesis, it is defined as the movement of an object from a
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distance through the use of one's mind and subtle energy. While
Hollywood portrays exaggerated versions of mind over matter, real
telekinesis is less dramatic, yet completely real. "Meditation X" is written
specifically for people who meditate, who want to learn how to meditate,
or who are already a part of contemplative spiritual tradition. Telekinesis
offers the most accessible entry to the world of miracles and
manifestation. Every spiritual tradition has its own stories of saints,
mystics, yogis, healers and other figures who could achieve wondrous
feats through the power of their mind. Telekinesis is one of those feats
which can be accomplished today by anyone able to apply their mind to
the specific instructions provided here. Meditators are best suited to
succeed at this task. "Meditation X" also discusses the commonalities
between telekinesis training and the meditation instructions found in
major world traditions. It reviews global spiritual principles such as
interconnectedness, non-duality, the power of intention, patience, nonaggression, relaxation, and more, which are actualized during this
practice.
"The catastrophic problems we face today are speeding up the pace of
evolution and calling forth the current expansion in human
consciousness. With our world in crisis, our very survival depends on our
ability to access higher sources of wisdom and guidance," says author
Colleen Mauro, former founder / chief editor of the magazine Intuition
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The aim of this book is to help people access higher sources of wisdom
and guidance. Written in a personal, easy-to-read style, it provides both
theory and ancient techniques from the Ageless Wisdom Tradition linking
mind and soul. Colleen covers a variety of spiritual traditions and also
explains how the new science validates these ancient teachings. She
shows that celebrated creative thinkers--those we call geniuses or
visionaries--all have the ability to access the subtle world of the soul. But,
with inspiring stories of "ordinary people," she also assures us that we can
all gain access to the universal wellspring of creativity and inspiration.
The only book you'll ever need to develop the ability of
TelekinesiTelekinesis, also known as psychokinesis, is the ability to move
or influence the properties of objects without physical contact. Typically it
is ascribed as a power of the mind. But as Embrosewyn explains, based
upon his sixty years of personal experience, the actual physical force that
moves and influences objects emanates from a person's auric field. It
initiates with a mental thought, but the secret to the power is in your
aura!Telekinesis is the second book in the Psychic Awakening series by
popular paranormal writer Embrosewyn Tazkuvel. The series was
specifically created to offer short, inexpensive, information filled
handbooks to help you quickly learn and develop specific psychic and
paranormal abilities. Clearly written, Telekinesis is filled with step-by-step
practice exercises and training techniques proven to help you unlock this
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formidable paranormal ability. Spiced with riveting accounts of real-life
psychic experiences and paranormal adventures, you'll be entertained
while you learn. But along the way you will begin to unleash the potent
power of Telekinesis in your own life! As Embrosewyn has proven from
over twenty years helping thousands of students to find and develop their
psychic and paranormal abilities, EVERYONE, has one or more
supernatural gifts. Is Telekinesis one of yours? Perhaps it's time to find
out.Want to know more?Scroll to the upper left of the page and read some
of the book with the Look Inside feature.
Psychokinesis the Way of the Psion is specifically dedicated to giving the
reader the tools, experiments and knowledge necessary to decide for
themselves the reality of Psychokinesis. It has been written as an
interactive Telekinesis training manual and includes historical case
studies, references, philosophies and scientific methods for the reader to
study and practice at home. Written from the perspective of a researcher
it seeks to dispel many of the myths and misunderstandings surrounding
this phenomenon. This manual has been derived from the research
Journal of the researcher known on Youtube and throughout the Psionic
research community as Shirak OmegaX. Currently included throughout
this edition are web links to demonstration videos for the different
techniques and experiments hosted on the educational Youtube Channel
[Psychokinesis Training Techniques] ShirakOmegaX's Channel
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Entangled Minds
Jeremiah's Dream
The Ultimate Guide to Moving Objects and Unleashing the Full Potential
of Your Mind
Psychic Empath: Secrets of Psychics and Empaths and a Guide to
Developing Abilities Such as Intuition, Clairvoyance, Telepathy, Aura R
A Guide to Unleashing Your Supernatural Powers
The Power of Psychokinesis
The Development and Control of Psychokinesis : a Short Course Based
Upon the Nexological Teachings Contained in "Lessons in Living" which is
a Course of Instruction in the Relationship Between Things
If you've always been interested in discovering how to develop your psychic abilities, then keep
reading... Two manuscripts in one book: Psychic: The Ultimate Psychic Development Guide to
Developing Abilities Such as Intuition, Clairvoyance, Telepathy, Healing, Aura Reading,
Mediumship, and Connecting to Your Spirit Guides Empath: Your Guide to Understanding Empaths
and Their Emotional Abilities to Feel Empathy, Including Tips for Highly Sensitive People, Dealing
with Energy Vampires, and Being a Psychic Empath Maybe you're passionate about honing your
already existing psychic abilities but don't know where to start. Maybe you've always been relatively
skeptical about the existence of psychic abilities but intrigued by the possibility of their existence.
Maybe you have no expectations one way or another but are curious as to what this book and the path
of a psychic is all about. Whatever the reason for your interest, look no further - you've found the
ultimate beginner's guide to psychic development. In part 1 of this book, you will learn about: Find
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out how to develop your psychic abilities. Learn what it means to be clairvoyant, clairsentient,
clairaudient, and claircognizant. Get tips on how to keep yourself safe and protected from negative
entities and people who wish you harm while you perform psychic feats. Learn all about psychic
healing - how to use energy and clairvoyance to help others on their healing journey. Discover the
wonders of guided meditation and how it helps your mind to strengthen and prepare for psychic
readings. Learn how to find out if your friend's aura is orange, green, or red along with how to pick
up the energy of a person's aura. Discover telepathy and how to send your friends psychic images, or
find out what someone is really feeling. Discover how you can get connected to your Spirit Guides
(aka Guardian Angels) and ask them for help. Learn how to connect with the spirit world and how
one can talk to dead loved ones by becoming a medium. Have dream interpretation explained and
made simple so you'll never be confused by a dream again. And much, much more! Some of the
topics covered in part 2 of this book include: The 11 traits of an empath The different distinct
categories empaths fall into and which one you might be How you can take advantage of your special
gift Why your condition is a strength and not a weakness Common myths about empaths How to
avoid getting your energy drained by energy vampires 9 effective ways to stop absorbing other
people's energy Coping strategies for highly sensitive people 9 ways empaths love differently Why
empaths and narcissists are attracted to each other and the stages of their relationship 16 tips for
raising empath children Best career choices for empaths 4 signs you're an intuitive empath - not just
an empath How to remain in balance with your emotions And much, much more! If you want to learn
more about psychic and empath, then scroll up and click the "add to cart" button!
If you want to discover how to unlock your telepathic abilities, then keep reading... You have just
found your one-way ticket to mind-to-mind communication. Do you have the gift of intuition? Are
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you interested in learning how to use the gift to communicate with other people via the mind? Would
you like to learn the secrets of advanced telepaths? Like everyone else, you were born with the gift of
telepathy. Like most people, you lost your connection to this gift in childhood. Now, it is time to
awaken that part of yourself again. This book is a guide to help you unlock the secrets of telepathy
and psychic development. Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll discover: The history of telepathy.
Advanced telepathy techniques to help you communicate with your mind. How to influence other
people with the gift of telepathy. Powerful exercises for opening up the third eye and awakening your
psychic senses. Secret ways you can enhance your senses and become the master of your mind.
Amazing techniques for remote and near telepathy. With this guide as your companion into the world
of telepathy and psychic development, you can go from ordinary to extraordinary. With practical
examples to help you along the way, this book will introduce you to a whole new journey unlike
anything you have ever known! So if you want to learn more about telepathy, then scroll up and click
the "add to cart" button!
A Guide to Unleashing Your Supernatural Powers Have you ever dreamed of having supernatural
powers? Incredible psychic abilities that would raise you from an average human, to the level of demigod. This book is designed specifically for that purpose; to help you transform your current skills
from those of human, to those of superhuman • Learn the state of mind required for telekinesis •
Understand, feel, & become sensitive to energy • Techniques for psi wheel & push/pull training •
Electrokinesis, auras, DNA upgrades, & spiritual wisdom • Knowledge of source field, the matrix, &
the Force Written by a respected psion with years of training and experience, this unique book will
help you on your path to unlocking your inner mystical powers. This material is an essential key in
understanding and accessing the extraordinary power that lies dormant within you, just waiting to be
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discovered. Exploring telekinetic abilities and other psychic skills, Superhuman Training also covers
more esoteric topics including spirit power, meditation, mantras, the subconscious mind, and other
ancient occult secrets. This book goes much deeper than just the superficial aspects of training, and is
a solid foundation and initiation into psychokinesis, the mysterious art of mind over matter.A new age
is coming. An age of super-evolution. The question is . . . Do you wish to become one of the evolved?
If so, this powerful book will serve you well.
"Jeremiah's Dream" is a down to earth fictional tale about an orphaned boy who discovers he has the
supernatural ability known as telekinesis. At first he struggles, finding it difficult, but with time and
practice he grows stronger. You will follow him through his life, not just with how he uses his
telekinetic ability, but also his inner journey of growth as he learns about himself, the world he lives
within, and how his ability influences his decisions others would not consider. Possessing the ability
to shape metal, glass, water, and the physical manipulation of everything and everyone, forces him to
understand the difference between the use and abuse of great power while secretly using it (and
sometimes abusing it) to entertain himself and those around him. The fall to temptation is easy when
you possess a gift that allows you to virtually get away with anything. You will witness his dilemma
while he contemplates the difference between justice and vengeance against those he finds threating
on any level. He must fine tune his own sense of self-discipline and self-restraint while teaching
certain people a lesson they will never forget without drawing attention to himself, for even he is
mortal with a deadly weakness. Early in his life he is guided to follow the righteous path by a martial
arts mentor he grows to trust and respect, as well as others he encounters through more spiritual
circumstances. He does not always take their advice, and has to learn difficult lessons the hard way as
a result. With every action are rewards and consequences, and sometimes the unexpected
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consequences significantly outweigh the rewards. He tries to find the balance, where he can use his
ability to help create comfort in his everyday life without striking terror in the hearts of those around
him. He uses his ability for fun, entertainment, as a tool, and as a weapon of defense that ultimately
turns offensive with dire destructive consequences. The "Dream" takes on many forms with different
explanations for each. Is it his dream for future endeavors and how he wants to live his life? Is it his
sleeping dreams that influence his decisions? Or, is his entire life the dream itself? You will have to
read the book to find out.
Inner Vegas
Advanced Psychic Training for Remote Viewing, Clairvoyance, and ESP
A Guide to Advanced Telekinesis Practice
Develop Your Telekinesis Skill
ESP and Psychokinesis
Channeling
The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t with Her Mind

The definitive history of the military's decades-long investigation into mental powers
and phenomena, from the author of Pulitzer Prize finalist The Pentagon's Brain and
international bestseller Area 51. This is a book about a team of scientists and
psychics with top secret clearances. For more than forty years, the U.S. government
has researched extrasensory perception, using it in attempts to locate hostages,
fugitives, secret bases, and downed fighter jets, to divine other nations' secrets, and
even to predict future threats to national security. The intelligence agencies and
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military services involved include CIA, DIA, NSA, DEA, the Navy, Air Force, and
Army-and even the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Now, for the first time, New York Times
bestselling author Annie Jacobsen tells the story of these radical, controversial
programs, using never before seen declassified documents as well as exclusive
interviews with, and unprecedented access to, more than fifty of the individuals
involved. Speaking on the record, many for the first time, are former CIA and
Defense Department scientists, analysts, and program managers, as well as the
government psychics themselves. Who did the U.S. government hire for these top
secret programs, and how do they explain their military and intelligence work? How
do scientists approach such enigmatic subject matter? What interested the
government in these supposed powers and does the research continue? Phenomena
is a riveting investigation into how far governments will go in the name of national
security.
Who has not asked himself at least once whether telekinesis and telepathy are real?
But have you ever wondered if there is a place to... learn these skills? Aiden Conner
has not excelled at being a normal child, especially since his parents disappeared.
But to go from his so-called normal life to ending up in a hidden and secret city
whose inhabitants use telekinesis and read minds, to be haunted by a formidable
enemy searching for him even before Aiden was born, and to storm into an enemy
camp in the heart of modern New York with a pair of fluttering swords? These are
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things Aiden did not imagine even in his wildest dreams (and he's had some wild
ones). But Aiden's greatest challenge will be figuring out the right thing to do,
because the telekinesis world he's fallen in love with is at stake and everything
depends on him and him alone.
PsychokinesisThe Way of the Psion : an Interactive Telekinesis Training Manual
Human Engineering, Inc., an organization at least tangentially related to
Scientology, embraced the more extraordinary disciplines of hypnotism, telepathy,
and, as shown here, psychokinesis. The company appears to have ben run by
Kenneth Hart, who is related in some way to Agnes and Alphia Hart, the co-editors
of the early Scientology-related newsletter, "The aberree," published between
1954-1964; Kenneth also appears in several issues of the magazine. This book is for
use as part of a larger educational course "based upon the Nexological teachings
contained in "Lessons in Living' which is a course of instruction in the relationship
between things." ... An unusal item from a little-known offshoot of early
Scientology--Between the Covers, Rare Books, Inc., Catalog 177.
The PK Man
Moving Matter with the Mind
Phenomena
Superhuman Training
Ancient Techniques to Access the Wisdom of Your Soul
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Defy Your Limits
Moving Objects with Your Mind

An easy and fun way to influence your life and the world around you.
This handy e-book reveals the exciting possibilities of PK, just a few
of which include preventing or reversing illness, promoting health and
well-being, achieving your personal goals, and even slowing the aging
process. Psychokinesis is psychic empowerment in its most basic form.
Called PK for short, this incredible practice involves moving or
influencing physical objects or situations without any outside help or
tools. We all have this ability, and this engaging guide is all you
need to get started right away. In a series of clear, easy-to-follow
steps, Carl Llewellyn Weschcke and Dr. Joe Slate guide you through the
five stages of induced PK. Learn how to apply this ability for stress
reduction, accident avoidance, pain elimination, and more. —Sharpen
your skills by performing simple and enjoyable exercises —Discover the
heightened effectiveness of group PK —Engage in the author’s unique
plans for rejuvenation and wellness —Influence situations and objects
in order to bring forth desired outcomes
PRACTICES FOR PSYCHIC & ENERGETIC PROTECTION: HOW TO STRENGTHEN AURA &
TO ACTIVATE THE ABILITY. LIMITED TIME BONUSES! Buy VIP-version of the
course "PRACTICES" (Sale) http://odin-sadashiva.com/en/page/85 This
meditation helps to accumulate the ability to visualize and to create
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the relationship with the spread-spectrum of Natural Elements - with
ten Elements: the element of Air, Time, Fire, Lightning, Water,
Awareness, Earth, Ether, Starlight and Fertility. The help of Elements
is used very widely: to control the Powers of Nature - to obtain good
harvests, to control climate, the fight against disasters, as well as
for personal purposes - healing, rapid replenishment of powers, to
achieve quick positive results both inside of human and in all areas
of his life. Through this exercise, you will be able to awaken your
psychic force psychic power and will learn to dissipate the clouds in
the sky. Dissolving clouds by the power of your mind is one of the
ways to hone your psychic powers. Only a few workouts and your mind
power can make the clouds disappear. Thus you control the clouds using
telekinesis (psychokinesis). Your Bonuses Are Free Diagnosis of Aura
by Phot?: http://odin-sadashiva.com/en/page/140 Free Lessons to
Strengthen Aura & Activation Ability: http://odinsadashiva.com/en/page/95 Free ?hakra Test: http://odinsadashiva.com/en/checkchacras?open Free Helpful Practical Advices in
the Author's Blog: http://odin-sadashiva.com/en/blog Free Mastermind
Group Where Odin Answer All Questions:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/groups.ODIN.SADASHIVA
https://twitter.com/OdinSadashiva https://t.me/channelodinsadashiva
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClPNfQCl3cssdEbAPVZxRkQ All The
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Courses Of Odin 1. Why the gods do not hear us or How to make desires
come true. 2. Why the gods do not hear us: Practices (psychic &
energetic protection: how to strengthen aura, to activate the
ability). 3. The collection of video practices for course "Why the
gods do not hear us: Practices." 4. Ways to overcome negative
emotions: first simple steps to control your emotions, how to deal
with negative emotions & stress. 5. How to feel the human aura &
energy: 1st step to find your hidden emotions & energy movement in
aura. 6. Telekinesis training: dissolving clouds with your mind power,
development of psychic power for beginners. 7. How to return karmic
debts & create a good future. 8. Third eye awakening: siddhis &
supernatural abilities, simple exercise to activate your pineal gland.
9. Attention & concentration: how to improve concentration of vision &
hearing. 10. Attention & concentration: how to improve vision
concentration. 11. The practical guide to improve your mental
concentration: how to improve hearing attention, control your
attention. 12. Stopping the internal dialogue: simple way to stop
negative self-talk, how to stop thinking negative thoughts. 13. How to
change bad character traits: how to stop negative thoughts & feelings.
14. How to meditate properly: how to relieve stress, to get over
anxiety attack, depression & sadness. 15. How to keep your body young
& naturally boost your immune system. 16. Chakras for beginners:
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exercise for healing & opening your chakras anahata, vishuddha & ajna.
17. Exercise how to open your heart chakra, heart chakra cleansing.
18. Balance Yin & Yang: exercise for balance Yin Yang energies. 19.
How to remove negative emotions - fears, anger, exasperation. 20.
Bindu chakra - body rejuvenation: techniques for bindu chakra
activation, preservation youth & health. 21. How to reduce your fears
in 1 day: how to overcome fears using meditation to stop anxiety,
panic & worry. 22. Healing mantra: Maha Mrityunjaya Mantra - mantra
for happiness, peace, prosperity. 23. Development of inner attention.
24. Energetic & psychic protection: how to protect from psychic
attack, enemies, manipulators & negative energy. 25. Fulfillment of
desires - techniques that really work. 26. How to make good karma.
27...
Impossible Realities is one of the first books to examine the science
behind psychic and paranormal activity. A former Defense Department
expert on artificial intelligence, Maureen Caudill provides evidence
for a wide range of paranormal phenomena. Impossible Realities
presents a wealth of anecdotal and empirical evidence to prove the
existence (and power) of: psychokinesis (most famously spoon
bending)remote viewingenergy healingtelepathy, animal
telepathyprecognitionsurvival after deathreincarnation Caudill
presents the strongest case yet for bringing paranormal phenomena from
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the margins into the realm of the normal and credible. This is a book
both for true believers and skeptics alike.
Discover the Super Powers of Your Mind with Telekinesis You may or may
not have heard of people moving objects around just by focusing on
them with their mind. Some people believe this to be just science
fiction. But there is a proven science behind the ability to use our
mind in this powerful way; called Telekinesis. This basically is the
science of moving objects with our minds. Interesting fact is that we
all have this ability that we can tap into, if we choose to put the
time and study into learning how to do it. It's not like the super
heroes in the movies who throw objects around and make things explode.
With time and practice anyone we can learn to focus your attention to
make a candle flame move and other fun and amazing activities. This
book explains more about the science of Telekinesis along with some
simple exercises that will help to improve your concentration. Whether
you are interested in learning to move objects around with your mind,
or you just want t learn how to improve your focus and concentration,
this book is a quick, helpful and interesting read. Super Powers of
your mind information you will discover inside: What is Telekinesis
How to have Mind over Matter Improving your level of Concentration
From Visualization to Meditation Importance of Relaxation And Much
more!
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Psychokinesis, a Very Normal World
A Serious Guide
The Telekinesis Training Method
This Is "PK" Mind Over Matter
Telepathy
PARAPSYCHOLOGY BROUGHT ON RATIONAL PEDESTAL
The Secret History of the U.S. Government's Investigations into
Extrasensory Perception and Psychokinesis

In "Telepathy for Beginners" telepathy itself has been
described - how to prove its existence and how it works.
"Telepathy for Advanced" is about how to gain a higher
degree of reliability in telepathic perceptions and how to
use them consciously in one's own life. While in "Telepathy
for Beginners" only general experiments have been presented,
with which one can prove telepathy and understand its
functioning, in this volume there are more extensive
considerations as well as experiments and meditations, which
make it possible to further develop one's own telepathic
abilities and to see them in larger contexts.
“Author Stacy Horn dissects all the things that go bump in
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the night—ghosts, poltergeists, your ex-boyfriend Klaus—in
[her] macabre book.” —Marie Claire A fascinating, eyeopening collection of “Investigations into Ghosts,
Poltergeists, Telepathy, and Other Unseen Phenomena, from
the Duke Parapsychology Laboratory,” Unbelievable by Stacy
Horn explores science’s remarkable first attempts to
prove—or disprove—the existence of the paranormal. A
featured contributor on the popular NPR program “All Things
Considered,” Horn has been praised by Mary Roach,
bestselling author of Spook, for her “awe-fueled curiosity
[and] top-flight reporting skills.” Horn attacks a most
controversial subject with Unbelievable—a book that will
appeal to armchair scientists as well as fans of TV’s
Medium, The Ghost Whisperer, and Crossing Over with John
Edward.
In this study of channeling, earlier called spirit
communication or mediumship, Klimo, who teaches at
Rosebridge Graduate School in the San Francisco Bay Area,
writes with clarity about "the communication of information
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to or through a physically embodied human being from a
source…on some other level or dimension of reality other
than the physical as we know it." He profiles recent
channels and their sources, goes back to preliterate
societies and the advent of monotheism and identifies as
channels such figures as Moses, Solomon, Muhammad, Merlin,
Nostradamus, Swedenborg and Edgar Cayce. He discusses the
sorts of people who are channels, kinds of information
channeled, sources of information channeled and varieties of
channeling like clairvoyance and automatic writing.
According to Klimo, few people tap into their abilities to
perform channelingand for those who think they can, he
serves as guide.
Moving Objects With Your Mind Is Possible For very many
years Telekinesis has been faced with a lot of mockery and
skepticism. Quite often individuals never let such tricks
and ideas get into their mind due to the fact that they have
never seen people doing them. Although this is the fact, a
number of people still believe in Telekinesis, even if no
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science has been done to prove it. This guide has been
created in a step by step procedure to guide you as a
beginner in Telekinesis. If you have mind and understanding
you will find it suiting you very well. This guide has been
broken down to three phases.
Anybody Can Now Easily Manifest, By the Power of TruePsychokinesis.
Psychokinesis , Telepathy , Psychic Ability , Brain Activity
, Changing the Position of an Object by Willpower
A History of the Neihardt Psychokinesis Experiments,
1961-1981
Telekinesis Training
Part One
Spiritual Telepathy
Psychokinesis
So begins Jeffrey Mishlove's The PK Man, the true and strange story of Ted
Owens, whose claims of powerful psychokinetic abilities given to him by "Space
Intelligences" were too bizarre and extreme for many to believe. When these
claims were ignored or challenged, he purportedly used his powers to produce
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earthquakes, civil unrest, UFO sightings, strange weather events, and other
powerful phenomena. Owens even threatened to down aircraft to garner
attention. Was there any truth to Owens' abilities, or was he a fraud with a knack
for picking the times and places of catastrophes? Jeffrey Mishlove, PhD, a
respected parapsychologist and host of the popular public television program
Thinking Allowed, analyzes correspondence, interviews, newspaper reports, and
remarkable life of "the world's greatest psychic," as Owens claimed to be.
Whether Owens was a prodigious liar and dangerous con-man, or a true but
unbalanced master who used his incredible powers primarily for petty acts of
revenge, many questions remain, and the implications for the rest of us are
staggering.
SORRAT
Extrasensory Experiences in a Quantum Reality
A Beginner's Step-By-Step Guide to Developing Telekinesis (Psychokinesis)
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